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it is possible to determine by the electro-optic methocl a h-anaition 
tempemture of the two modifications of the sal-ammoniac foga, which 
we have discovered. Other examples will be tried also. 

(To be continued). 

Chemistry. - "On critical end-points in ternary systems. Il. By 
Prof. A. SMITS. (Communicated by Prof. A. F. HOI..LEMAN). 

In two predous commllnications I all'eady discussed some parti
cularities which may occur in ternary systems obtained by tbe 
addition to a system of tbe type ether-anthraquinone of a third 
substance which presents critical end-points neither with anthraquinone, 
nor with ether 1). An example of this was naphtaline-ethel'-anthm
quifWne, which was examined by Dr. ADA PRINS 2). 

Though some more cases were afterwards theoretically examined 
by me, the publication was postponed not to anticipate too much 
on the experimental investigation, which was greatly delayed by 
want of time. 

Now however just recent)y we have met with .the very welcome 
circumstance that the pett'ographer-minera!ogist NIGG1.I not only has 
seen that the phenomena which are found for tbe said systems, are 
of fllndamental signiftcance fol' petl'o,qraplty and particu larIy for tbe 
chelllistry of the mag na, but that moreover he has had tbe courage 
to enter upon an investigation of this territory, which is so compar
atively difficult to explore '). 

In virtue of this it seemed desirabIe to publisb our results already 
DOW, tbe more so as I may cherish the hope 10 facilitate the experi
mental study of otbers Eomewhatin this way. 

Having discussed one of the possible types pretty rully in my last 
cominunication on this subject, a more general discussion of tbe 
claEsificatioD of the different cases which might be distinguished for 
ternary systems with critical end-points may suffice bere. 

1"t Case, In the first place 1 ",Hl mention tbe case tbat critical 
end-points OCCur for only one of tbe tbree binsry systems; this case 
was discussed by me before, and tested by an example by Dr. AllA PRINs. 

If we eall the eomponents A, B, and C, and if critical end-points 
oceur only in the system A-C, we know tbat the ternary system 

1) These Proc. 25 Sept. 1909. 18!. 
w • 24 Sept. UH O. 342. 

2) These Proc, 24 Sept. 1910. 353. 
3) Zeitschr. r. Anorg. chem. 76. t1912). 
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wiJl posscss a critical end-point 
curve pq, which projected on the 
concentration triangle can have a 
shape as indicated in fig. 1 by 
the curve pq, the temperature of 
which rises in the direction indi
cated by the arrows. 

lf in the same triangle we draw 
the projection of tbe eutectic vapour 

~'-+-'r--------,'l,---~ e and liquid lines, along which the 

Fig. 1. 

see that in the case considered 

temperature al80 rises in the direc
tion indicated by the arrows, we 

here none of the eutectic lines come'3 
into contact with the critical end-point curve pq. 

2"d Case. In the second place we sliaH suppose that in two of 
the binary systems critica) end
points occur, but in such a way 
tbat in the symbol for the critical 
end-point S + (G=IJ), the 8Qlid 
phase S is the same in the two 
binary systems. Let the component 
C be here tbis solid phase, then 
we get the following simple pro
jection on the slIpposition tbat the 
system AB does not possess either 
a minimum 01' a maximum critical 
temperature. Fig. 2. 

Let us consider the case thai B possesses a much higher critical 
-temperature than A, then the temperatUl'e of the critical end-point 
p' will probably he higher than that of p, and hence the temperature 
will continually rise from p to p'. In tbis case the temperature wong 
tbe q-line may rise from q' to q, but t1le reverse is also very weIl 
possible; the former has "been assumed in the figure. If the system 
AB bad a minimum critical temperature, tbe critical end-point lines 
might get a greater distance, and in the case of a max.imum critical 
temperature depressions can ocenr wbich may even give rise to a 
closed portion, so t.hat a region is formed wbere no critical end-points 
oecur any more. 

Srd case. Tbe pbenomena become mtlch more interesting when the 
eritical end·pointeurvecomes in coutact witha eutertic line. This 
case may be found wben in two of tbethree binary systems cl'itical 
end-points occur, but so that the soUd substance S in the symbol 
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of the critica! end-point S + (G=L) is different in the two binary 
systems. 

So we suppose now that in the two binary systems AB and AC 
critical end-points occur, in such a way that the critica} phenomenon 
appears by the side of solid B in tbe system AB, and by the side 
of solid C in tbe system AC. A meeting of a eutectic line with a 
critical end-point curve of course means tbis Ihat tbe critical pheno
menou occurs at the temperature of the meeting by the side of 
two solid substances, and so it is clear that a eutectic line must 
alwaJs meet two critical end-point curves simultaneously, namely the 
critical end-point curves which belong to the solid subslanees to 
whieh the eutectie line refers. 

Let us now assume for the sake of simplicity that the melting
point figure of the system BC possessesa eutectec point. We can 
then state at once that by the side of the conglomerate of solid 
B + solid C critica} phenomena ean appear only when tbe euteetic 
temperature of the system BG lies above the critical temperature of 
the component A, and the greater this difference is the greater will 
be the chance that the case in question can be realized. 

x 

To get a better insight into tbe 
peculiarities of sueb a system it 
is necessary to make use of a 
ternary V, X-figure, as was used 
by me before. 

This V, X-figure is pretty simple 
so that it is possible to give at 
once the projection of the prindpal 

" lines of equilibrium on the V, X
L plane of the binary system B-G. 
l- Below the eutectic temperature 

c 
the V,X-figure of the system B,C 
consists of two lines ac and bc, 
which indicate tbe mol. volumes 

Fig. 3. and the concentrations of the 
vapours, whieh can coexist with solid B resp. solid G. 

Now it is of importance to show what eqnilibria would appear 
when as we proceed along the isotherm ac resp. bc the deposition 
of soUd G resp. of solid B did not take place. 

This case I examined before in the p, z-section for another purpose, 
and the sections discussed then quite agraad witb the V, X-fig. of 
the system B, C drawn above I). 

1) These Proc. 30 Dec. 1905. 568. 
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If on compression lhe deposition of solid G failed to appeal' in 
the vapoul' coexisting with solid B, the solubility-isotherm acg212 

shows that in this case a metastabIe tlll'ee-phase equilibrium between 
vapour, Hquid, and solid B might oecur, the coexisting phases of 
which are indicatedby the points g" I" and d. 

The figure also shows that if tbe vaponr th at coexists with solid 
G could be compressed without solid B being formed, a metastabie 
three-phase equilibrium between vapour, liquid, and solid c might 
appear, indieated by the points gs' I" and e. 

If we now think the third component A added, and placed in 
the third angle of the base of lhe trilateral pl'ism, and if we assume 
that the chosen temperature lies above that of the first critical end
points in the systems AB and AC, it is possible that the stable 
ternary V, X-figure simply consists of two isothermal solubility 
sllrfaces which interseet along a line which originates in the point c. 
Along this ternary solubility isotherm solid B + solid C + vapour 
coexist. Now it is clear that a two-sheet Jiquid-vaponr surface extends 
wit.hin the said solllbility snrfaces, which begins on the binodal vapour 
and liqllid Jine in the plane for BG. The two sheets of th is liquid
vapour-surface will continuously merge info each other in space, 
and this continuolls transition takes pJace on the critical isotherm, 
the projection of which on the BG-plane is indicated by the Hne kkl • 

When the said Jiquid-vapour-surface lies entirely inside the two 
isothermal solubility sm'faces, no critical phenomena can oecur in 
stabIe condition, and in this case no particularities OCCU1', Now we 
know that at temperatm'es Jower than those assumed bere stable , 
liquid equilibria must occtJr, and this must also happen when we 
raise the temperature, and in this way approach the entectie tempe
rature of the system B-G. With decrease of temperature we shall 
see Jiquid appeal' as stabIe phase, because then the liquid-vapour
surface extends· more quickly in space than the solubility surfaces. 
The consequence of th is is that at a certain temperature the three
ph ase sotubility isotherm for SB + Sc + G just touches the liquid
vapour-surface. So at th is moment SB + Sc + L + G mnst be able 
to coexist for the first time, from which follows that this contact 
must take place in a point of the critical isotherm of the liquid
vapour snrfacf' so thatliquid and vapour are identical there, and a 
critical vhenomenon makes its appearanee. 

In connection with this the following things may be remarked. 
Starting from the pairs of points g2,12 and ga, la two continuous 
curves pass over the liquid-vapour-surface, the former of which 
indicates the vapours and liquids coexisting with solid B, and the 

13 
Proceedings RoyaJ Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV. 
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Jatter of whieh contains the vapours aud liquids whieh eau be in 
equilibrium wilb solid C. 

IC tbe liquid-vapour-sllrface touches the solubility isotherm of 
SB + Sc, it is clear that also the lines starting from the nodes g" 1, 
and g. I. must touch, whieb a.ccordingly takes place on the critiea] 
isotherm. 

If we now tbink the temperature still a Httle lower, tbe just 
mentioned contact will change into an in OOrsection , and so two points 
of intersection will OCCllf, one of which indicates the vapour pbase, 
and the otber the liqu~d pbase of the four pbase equilibrium 
SB+SC+L+G. 

Tbe intersection of these Hnes, wbich are indicated in projection 
by g. g. Pt I. I, and g. g4 p, I. Ia, means of course that tbe liquid
vapour surface intersects tbe solubility surfaces, in conseqnencé of 
wbicb tbe liql1id-vàpour equilibria get partiy into the sIabie region. 
These stabIe liquid-vapour equilibria \ie wit bin the two intersecting 
lines 9. Pt I. and g. p, I •. Tbe first intersection Hne, wbich refers to 
tbe liquid and vapour pbases which coexist with solid B, possesses 
a critical end-point in Pt> and tbe second intersection line, wbich 
indicales tbe Jiquid and vapour phases wbich can be in equilibrium 
with solid C, possesses a critical end-point in P •. Tbe points g. and 
1* denote, as was alrea.dy said, the vapour and liquid ooexisting 
with SB + Sc, and 80 it is evident that through these two points 
tbe line must pass wbicb bas Hs orlgm in C, and indicates 
the coexistence of a fll1id pbase with a conglomeraOO of Sa 
and Sc . 

If we lower the temperature still more, the points g. and I., and 
al80 Pt and ps move 'nore and more apart, whereas on ri se of tem
perature they draw nearer and nearer together, and coincide in the 
double critica 1 end-point, for which tbe symbol is SB + Sc + (IJ=G). 
At temperatures aoove this double critical end-point there wilt exist 
only fluid pbases or ooexistence between iluid pbases witb solid B 
resp. with solid C, Ol' witb the two solid subtItances at the same 
time. lt is, however, elear that as was already observed, liquid will 
have to appeal' again in tbe OOrnal'y system before the eutectic tem
perature of tbe syatem B-C is reached, and 80 we see that when at 
lower temperature a double critical end-point has appeared, a second 
double critical end-point will occur at higher temperature, so tbat then 
at riSe of temperature a repetition wilt take place of wbat has bappened 
at 10we1' temperatul'e, but in the reversedorder. So after tbe seeond 
double critica) end-point hasappeared, the stabie part of tbe liquid- . 
v,,"pom'-surface will continually in~reaAe in ext.ent. To thisis added 
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another partieularity in the system 
B-C at the temperature of the 
eutectie. point, viz. that the vaponr
points cg~g. and g. coincide just 
as the liquid points 1,.1, and I •. 

Now that tbis projeetion has 
been briefly diseussed, it is very 
easy to project the iudicated spa('ial 
lines on the concentl'ation triangle, 

13 c.-~~fI--~--lI~;J-----JC 1\,., has been done in fig. 4. 
We see from this figure tbat 

Fig. 4. the two. continuous vapour-liquid 
lines of tbe two tbree-phase equilibria SB + L + G and Sc + L + G, 
indieated by tbe letters .ga g4 Pt Z. resp. P2 g. PI 12 intersect in two 
points 9. and I •. where four-phase equilibrium prevails, and where 
accordingly also the fluid line of tile three-pbase equilibrium SB + Sc + F 
runs, whieh is denoted by the symbols C ,g. Z •• It is further note
worthy that the Iiqnid branches of the thl'ee-phase equilibria 
Sn + L + G and Sc + L + G are cut by the critical isotherm kkp 

so that PI and Pt are two critica! end-points. 
If we start from a temperatm'e lying a little above that of the 

first critica! end-points' in the systems B-A and C-A, we know 
that. on rise of temperature not only the critieal end-points PI and 
Ptt but a}so the vapour point g. and the liquid point I. of the four 
phase equilibrium SB + Sc + L + G wiJl approach eaeh other till 
tbey coineide in tbe double critical end-point. As 9. is a poiut of 
the ternary eutectie \'apour-line and Z. a point of the ternary euteetie 
liquid-line it foJlows from what precedes that these two ternary euteetie 
lines will have 10 paSs eontinuously into eaeh other in the double critical 
end-point. In the first double eritieal end-point P the continuous 
eutectic line possesses in eonse
quence a ternperature maxirnwn. 
At higher temperature the seeond 
double critical end-point Q occurs, 
and from this temperature the liquid 
and vapour points of the second 
continuous part of the eutectic !ine 
recede more and more from each 
other, so that the second double 
critical end-point is at the same 
time the temperature minimum 
ofthe seconà continuous part of 

13 

Fig. 5. 

13* 
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the eutectic line. 1f we represent this in a diagram, i. e. if we 
dr/:l.w the projection of the pq-lines and that of tbe eutectic Iines in 
the eoncentration triangle, we get fig. 5, in whieh tbe arrows again 
indicate the direction in which the temperature rises. 

It is clear, that it is also possible that the two continous p q-lines 
do not intersect. In this case there are no double critical end-points, 
and so the eutectic Hnes pl'oceed undisturbed up to the ternary 
eutectic point. 

4th caRe. In the fourth case we might suppose that eaeh of t.he 
binary systems presents critical end-points. To realize this case we 
shall have to choose tbree substances, the critical temperatures of 
wbich lie apart as far as possible, so that in each hinary system tile 
tt'iple point of one componeut lies far above the critical temperature 
of tlte other. lf tben double critical endpoints occur, we get a com
bination of fig. 2 alld fig. 5. 

5tlt Case. lt is èlear th at the appearance of mixed crystals in the 
system B-C does not bring about 13 
any ehange in tbe foregoing con
siderations, when this system has 
a eutectie point; if this is Hot the 
case, modifieations appeal' which 
are most eonsiderable when the 
components Band Care miscible 
in all proportions, as in tbe system 
SO,+HgHr,-Hg.J,. examined hy 
NIGGI.l1

). The projection of the criti- A C 
cal end-point liJles runs then as is 
schematically represented in tig. 6. Fig. 6. 

Now it should be pointed out, however, that when the melting
point line of the system B-C has a very marked mlmmum, a 
closed portion can be formed in tbe middle of the figure, so that no critical 
end points occur there then. If on the othe1' hand the said continuous 
melting-point line has a very marked maximum, tbe special case might 
be found tbat thougb no critical endpoints occur in tbe binary systems 
A--B and A-C, they do occur in tbe tel'nary system. We ran 
imagine that this case arises from tbe ordinary case fig. 6 by the 
points Pt and qt> and a1so p, and q, approaching each other and 
coinciding, in consequence of which tbe two critical end-point lines 
merge continuously into 'one another. lf then this continuous curve 
contl'acts still fllrtber, we bave obtained a closed critical end-point 
~~~l~~~,_~~ich lies quite inside tbe concentration triangle. 

I) NWGLI, The project ion. 
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6tlt Case. If a binary compound appears as asolid phase, 
different cases may be distinguished, the most interesting of which 
I will discuss here. In the first place we shall suppose that the com
ponents Band G do not give critir,al end-points either with A, nor 
with the compound Be, but that this compound gives critical end
points only with tbe most volatile component A. lt is clear thnt wh en 
this case oceurs, the triple point temperature of the compound Be 
\Viii pl'obably !ie far above th at of the components B /:tnd C. 

13 If we draw the pl'ojection of 

:::--__ ---'\1' 
A'---~---~/C 

Fig. 7. 

seen from A, as it is supposed 
here that the compound BGis less 
volatile than the components B 
and G. When the liquid vapour 
surf ace in the ternary v-x-figure 
recedes more on rise of tempera
ture than the surface of nodes for 
the liquids and vapour coexisting 
with solid BG, the critical isotherm 
will touch this surface of nodes 

the vaponr and the liquid line of 
the three-phase equilibria SBC + L 
+ G and that of the critical iso
therm on tbe concentration triangle 
corresponding to a temperature 
lying above the critical tem
peratnre of A and a littJe above 
the highest eutectic temperature 
of the system B-G, Fig. 7. is 
formed. 

The isotherm kIk, is convex 

AL---=+~ =====~ 
at a given temperat.ure; then the Fig. 8. 
liquid and the vapol,lr line of this surface of nodes merge continuously 
into each ot her. At a still somewhat higher temperature a closed 
portion is formed in the surface of nodes, in consequence of 
which two ternary critical end-points have appeared, as fig. 8 shows. 

If we think the temperature a~ gradually rising, the critical end
points will recede from each other in the beginning, and they will 
also move towal'ds the plane BC, but befol'e the triple point tem
perature ofthe compound has been reached the points PI and Ps 
will approach each othe1', and they wiIl coincide, because when we 
approach the triple point temperature, the surf ace of nodes of the 
liquids and vapours that coexist with solid BC will have to con-
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tract more rapidly than the liquid
vapour surface, for this surface of 
nodes entirely disappears at the 
triple point temperaturE' of Be. 
So if ~e draw- the ternary critica} 
end-point liné in this case, we get 
a closed curve, as is drawn in 
fig. 9 with a temperatUl'e mini
mum and maximum. 

A l.--________ ~ (! If critical end-points oecur also 

in one of the binary systems AB Fig. 9. 

Ol' AC or in both, other cases mar oecur, but they are easy to 
derive from what precedes. If also ternary compounds are included 
in our considerations, thc cases get somewhat more complirated, as 
I hope to show on a following occasion. 

A nor!}. eltemwal laboratory 
Amsterdam, June 27 1912. of tlte Univel'öity. 

Astronomy. - "Researches on tlte Ol'bit of the periodic comet 
Holmes and on the pel'tul'bations of itR elliptic motion" , V. 
By Dr. 'H. J. Z"TERS. (Commnnicated by Prof. E. F. VAN DE 

SANDE BAK8UYZEN). 

In January 1906 I communieated to this Academy the most probable 
elements 1 had derived for the return of tile cornet Holrnes in 1906-
07. In a later paper, November 1906, I discussed tlle tllen known 
three photographic observations of the cornet by Prof. MAX WOLF 

at Heidelberg, and from these dt.'l'ived ('orl'eetions to the mean longitude, 
to the inc1ination and to the longitude of lhe ascending node of the 
orbit. The elements obtained were: 

Epoch 19()6 January 16.0 M. T. 6reenw. 

1fo = 351°47'36".838 
I' = 517".447665 

io!} a = 0.5574268 
(P = 24 ~or25".55 
i = 20 49 0 .62 , 

". = 346 231 .63 , 1906.0 
db = 331 4437 .85 , 

These elements left the following errors O-C in tbe three observed 
places: 


